Analysis and minimization of spacing error of holographic gratings recorded with spherical collimation lenses.
This research proposes a feedback method to adjust the dual-beam exposure system with spherical collimation lenses to achieve gratings with low spacing error. Through theoretical analysis and numerical calculation, it is proved that the interference aberration can be analyzed with the Zernike polynomials and the adjustment errors can be estimated according to the linear relationship between the errors and the polynomial coefficients. Moreover moving the substrate along its normal is proposed to decrease the spacing error but keep the grating's period unchanged. In the experiments, the wavefront measurement results of the ± 1st orders are used to deduce the spacing error. Based on the feedback adjustment method, the grating with a spacing error of 0.03 λ within 70 mm × 70 mm is fabricated with the collimation lenses of 0.6 λ spherical aberration.